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Hello Le,
Hope you're well.
We decided which scooters we would like to order, these are:
Lambretta17
http://vespaxporter.com/eng/?_task=product_details&pro_id=203
and Vespa Mini 50CC-04
http://vespaxporter.com/eng/?_task=product_details&pro_id=209
Speaking about Lambretta:
I would like it just as it is on the pictures on your website. The only add-ons to that would be an electric
starter and a chrome handle bars. And, if it's possible, I would be very happy of a "twisted stand" like the
one on attached picture (stand.jpg). You used it in the Acma model: http://vespaxporter.com/eng/?_
task=product_details&pro_id=318 and I just just fall in love with it browsing you website :) I can see the
Lambretta has a slightly different model of stand, but maybe it will be possible to modify it like the one on
the picture.
Speaking about Vespa Mini:
My friend chose a Vespa 50 to make our offer more convenient for people without a motorcycle driving
license (in Poland you can drive 50cc's without it). We would like to know is there a possibility of adding
a front glass to it and a small trunk on a back, like for an A4-format exercise book? We would like it in
the "British Racing Green" color - it's the one that was on the old Mini Coopers, we can try to look for a
specific color code if you don't have it. We would like the seat is ecru-color leather, without any
variations. As for an add-ons, it's an electric starter, chrome handle bars, one chrome mirror (left),
chrome stand, chrome engine cover, chrome edge of the front fender, chrome rims (and the inside of the
wheel in ecru, just like the seat). And another thing is a metal floor cover (not the rubber one), like in this
model: http://vespaxporter.com/eng/?_task=product_details&pro_id=315. We would like the Mini without
the spare wheel (it can be detached).
I understand that dust cover is free to every scooter? There is a "cargo shipping insurance" available on
your website - could you tell us some more about it, what exactly is covered by that?
After we order, we would like to receive pictures of the several stages of works:
- original scooters before restoration,
- after dismantlement,
- during the mechanical restoration, painting, etc.,
- during assembly process,
- after assembling.
Ok, so I guess that's all for now. Please look at the details we specified and tell us the price for models
we decided to order, including accessories and shipment. Afterwards we'll ask you for a pro-forma
invoice for a half of the amount, as you previously told us, so you can start working on the order.
Best Regards,
-Gleb Piatikow
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